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Ptaah: 
What we have now discussed is probably still to be kept quiet about it, because it would be very 
difficult for the … 

Billy: 
It's okay, you do not have to keep talking, because it was already clear to me that everything had to 
stay between us before we started discussing the whole thing. Everything that has been said so far and 
put on the website, which is nothing more than a clarification, is already leading to telephone and 
written accusations and accusations of scaremongering. This is what we expected, of course, that we 
would be called names and ridiculed by such imbeciles, notorious troublemakers, know-it-alls, 
unteachable and conspiracy theorists, as well as imbeciles and other idiots. And promptly this also 
happened. As I told you a week ago, two people called me at 1:30 hrs in the morning to inform me that
their father, who had called me 8 weeks ago and called me a fantasist, nutcase and scaremonger, had 
fallen ill with the Corona disease and died. They would apologise for their father's behaviour and they 
would also change their minds. And on top of that I received this short letter yesterday, which I will 
read to you in a moment: 

Meier is written with Ypsylon …, but it does not matter, listen to what is written here: 

Dear people of the FIGU and Billy Meyer 

What is more, in addition to what we told you when we called you, is that three more cases of Covid19
have now occurred in our extensive family, two of which are very worrying. This is a real misfortune 
for our family and for our extended family, but we have only ourselves to blame, because we were all 
of the same opinion as our father, and therefore we also took part in demonstrations against wearing 
masks and keeping our distance and everything else. We now know that you from FIGU and Mr Billy 
Meyer are right and that we have behaved quite wrongly and have also insulted you wrongly, and we 
apologise for that. We now know that FIGU and Mr. Billy Meyer are not fooling around with your 
website and also not scaremongering and we have to follow the rules which give us a possible 
protection against the Covid19. Now we know that you are right and that you bring clear information 
from FIGU on your website, which is completely contrary to the only apparently good information 
from the FOPH and government and doctors and contrary to the rejecters and conspirators, and which 
is really good and right, what we know now and therefore we stick to what you write on your website. 
… etc. 
… … … 



We wish you and the FIGU the best and send you our best regards 
… … 

On the telephone people almost effusively thanked me and said that they would get back to me. So 
much so that I am now waiting to see what these people will tell me when they actually call me again. 
What unfortunately has to be said is that know-it-all and other bullshit and sheer stupidity will 
continue to claim many more Corona victims. The fact that her father died of the Corona epidemic 
arouses in me sympathy and suffering for the people, and for them it is a bitter lesson, because the 
callers have not only apologised for their father, but also for themselves and their relatives, who have 
apparently all changed their minds. 

Ptaah: 
Many Earth human beings obviously have to suffer before they come to their senses and reason. 

Billy: 
This is unfortunately the case, and in many ways, because the majority of earthlings only turn on their 
thinking and try to use their intellect and some understanding and reason when something has 
happened, but they also only think about the exact moment that has inevitably caused damage or even 
evil. This is also the end of the whole thing, so that the next damage or disaster is already pre-
programmed, which continues throughout life and for many earthlings makes their lives a misery, 
suffering, pain, need, misery and grief. This also applies to all those lunatics who are in any way 
quarrelsome with regard to the Corona disease and who vehemently and knowingly, conspiratorially, 
feebly or otherwise idiotically and stupidly deny the existence of the disease, deny and feebly 
demonstrate against the disease or corresponding preventive and safety measures, such as bans on 
going out, meetings, taverns, sports events, etc. etc. In the same way all those who are stupid and 
irrational and morbidly stupid are to be mentioned who idiotically fantasise that an authority, an 
organisation or a state etc. has deliberately created the epidemic and is spreading it worldwide in order 
to exterminate the worker-earthiness to a large extent so that only the wealthy, rich and governed 
would survive. 
As for all the ricochets, troublemakers, corona deniers, know-it-alls and conspiracy theorists of all 
kinds who organise demonstrations and street terror with giant roars, you have said that all those who 
take part in them, in their stupidity, would neither know nor suspect that the authors of these 
demonstrations form a grouping which pursues purposes of overthrowing the state. The whole thing, as
you said, is not just a roar of a single conspiracy theorist, but a well thought out plan to act in a way 
that is hostile to the state and order and so terroristic that the constitution and the basic laws collapse, 
creating anarchy and disorder. This is not only to be done in the Corona shutdown and lockdown 
demonstrations, but also in the 'Fridays for Future' demonstrations, whose idea actually goes back to 
the stupid little Swedish greeting. But the girl does not understand a thing about the climate change 
and has no idea that it is caused by overpopulation. But the authors of the demos take advantage of 
this, as you explained, in order to work towards their anarchist plans, without the constitutional 
protection of the states in which the demos are organised and carried out getting the idea that the 
demonstrations serve the purpose of building anarchism. This now, if I have understood all your 
statements correctly. 

Ptaah: 
You have understood everything correctly, because for years now, in Europe, especially in Germany, 



Switzerland and France, demonstrations have been organised by the underground movement in 
question in order to stir up the peoples and to shake up and ultimately to annul the constitutions and 
basic laws. This, if I use your vocabulary to explain. As far as everything else you have mentioned is 
concerned, it is in fact absolute nonsense, for I know that many Earth human beings actually think in 
this way and that a great many wealthy and rich people are hated and marginalised by countless 
common people as a result of this absurd way of thinking. But this is only one of the reasons why there
is such an evil discrepancy between the wealthy, the rich and the working class at the time of the 
epidemic, that in the future everything will lead to evil consequences. This on the one hand, while on 
the other hand also the various demonstrations of this kind, which are organised underhandedly by 
anarchist elements for the purpose of collapsing the constitutions and basic laws, will still bring about 
bad luck, if the constitutional protection of the countries concerned does not become aware of what is 
effectively aimed at with certain demonstrations. 

Billy: 
I know that, because I saw it with your father Sfath, what … The major religions and sects also play a 
very important role, as do many criminal organisations, right-wing extremists, the neo-Nazi system, 
left-wing extremists, as well as know-it-alls, conspiracy nuts and other lunatics of all kinds. In some 
cases, as you say, not even the ringleaders of the demonstrators know who is behind their own 
incitement. 

Ptaah: 
That is so, because the coming of what you are talking about will be absolutely inevitable. 

Billy: 
I know, yes – at the moment one question comes to my mind, but it concerns something else, namely 
China, because there is no news of the Corona epidemic from all around there, because it is kept silent.
There is also little or no general information being given out that is actually important for the 
population, as you have explained to me and perhaps I will explain the most important part of it, if I 
may? 

Ptaah: 
You can do that, because there is nothing against it, but it could be good to the contrary, if you – but if 
you want, then I can also explain it? 

Billy: 
No, I can do that, and I want to, because that way you can correct me if I remember something wrong 
and consequently do not interpret it correctly. 

Ptaah: 
This is a good and responsible thought, and I know that you would interpret everything correctly, but it
is probably better if I explain what is necessary, which I will do only briefly, because it has been talked
about and explained enough without it really being taken into account by the majority of all leaders 
and by a large part of the peoples of all states, and therefore it has not been widely successful. 

Billy: 
Yes, well. But I would like to mention that I remember you saying in our private conversation in 



February that by the end of November almost 70 million human beings worldwide would be infected 
by the corona virus and 1.5 million would be killed by the epidemic. For Switzerland, you said that by 
the end of November there would be around 320,000 people infected and around 4,600 corona deaths, 
while elsewhere, for example in Germany, there would be 1.2 million people infected and 15,000 or 
17,000 corona deaths. Worst affected, you said, will be the USA and the South American countries, as, 
for example, the USA will have 270,000 corona deaths at the end of November as a result of the mad 
President Trampel-Tramp-Trump, etc. However, these are only the official figures, while the number 
of unreported cases is much higher from December 2019, when the epidemic officially broke out. 
These official calculations also do not include the numbers of corona infectees and corona deaths since
1981, when the disease first started after the US American authorities declared it to be of primary 
origin. in its hatred of the USA agreed with Mao Zedong, … as a result, the country is now also the 
worst affected by the disease, through the fault of the moronic US President Trample-Tramp-Trump, in
a late act of revenge. 

Ptaah: 
What you say about my February data, what you say is that although it is broadly the same by the end 
of this month, in the last two days further calculations and a forecast have produced new data. These 
show that, as a result of the stupidity of the leaders and the grumblers among the people, by the end of 
November the figures quoted in February will be exceeded, sometimes by a large margin, even in 
Europe, such as Germany, where the corona epidemic will far exceed the predicted figure of at least 
15,000 deaths by the end of this month and will even be over 17,000. 

Billy: 
Your figures are always based on projections and possibly also on a forecast and are therefore not 
simply speculative. And the fact that everything will increase and spread even more than before is 
primarily the responsibility of those in power, because they are absolutely incapable of holding their 
office and are unable to assess, judge or handle crisis situations that may arise, so they are absolutely 
unfit for their office. 
If I look at the whole thing correctly, then the bulk of all those in power is exactly what you always say
about them, nothing more than incapable of judgement, decision and action, with an intelligence as 
intelligent as inexperienced adolescents. This is exactly the same as those who, as stupid, stupid, 
feeble-minded troublemakers and know-it-alls, as well as bean-straw, monkey-like, breast-hammering 
conspiracy idiots, primitively and stupidly shouting around as street demonstrators, suffer from a 
severe lack of idiot intelligence. Unfortunately, this is the case everywhere, even in Switzerland, 
because I see only one man in government who really knows his job and also does it honourably, even 
if all the good-for-nothings are messing with his work and squandering the money he saves in the state 
budget. 
Well, the failures of the state, YOU and HE, the very rulers in question, who are incapable of leading 
the country and the people, have a culture – excuse me, it is not my way of speaking, but the only way 
to express the whole thing correctly – like little shitheads who do not know what to do, because 
everything of their intelligence is in their trousers. This not only with regard to the overall 
management, but also in every emergency and crisis situation, as in the Corona period. In fact these 
'leaders', as you call them, are for me seen as misleaders, zeros and rivets of state leadership, who 
effectively do not know what to do, and in their illogicality they cannot think far enough ahead to 
prevent disaster, just as they are neither able to assess a situation correctly nor to act correctly. This 
fact is shown by the mere fact that they do not recognize all the necessities, as in the case of the corona
pandemic, because instead of imposing a national, long-term, intentional, long-term lockdown with all 



the necessary necessities, which has been clarified in all the necessary respects, such a lockdown is 
only imposed for 2 or 3 weeks, although 2, 3 or 4 months would correspond to the requirement to 
bring the pandemic to a standstill. But this is not done because of a lack of consideration for the 
economy and the screaming demonstrators etc., so that the epidemic cannot run out and start to spread 
again after the end of the lockdown. In addition to this, however, other disasters are being unleashed, 
such as mass debt at the expense of the population, companies, corporations, sports clubs, cultural 
operators, the hotel and catering industry and all kinds of small and medium-sized enterprises, etc. etc. 
Millions and billions of dollars in financial resources are being misappropriated, placing an 
unreasonable financial burden on the state and therefore on taxpayers. It is the taxpayers who are then 
responsible for the billions in debt incurred by the powerful state and who have to pay outrageously 
high taxes. In the process, state money is often squandered on people, companies, corporations, etc., 
who fraudulently take it all in and make a fuss about the sheer stupidity of the governments who pay 
them huge sums of money. This is a natural consequence of the stupidity of the majority of those who 
are not aware of their responsibility to the state, and who are also incapable of governing, and who 
only make big, feeble-minded slogans and feel as if they are clever, even though their entire cognitive 
capacity is below zero. He, the majority of all rulers, lacks all the necessary cognitive abilities, and 
consequently does not become aware of the important processes concerning his conscious perception, 
which is why he is not able to carry out logical thought processes, nor is he able to recognise, realise 
and correctly judge precise, clear knowledge of actual circumstances and to handle everything 
accordingly. This also means that these people also lack the necessary intelligence, which is absolutely 
essential for the cognitive abilities of the human beings, in order to perceive the signals from the 
environment as an effective reality of reality and its truth consciously, clearly and correctly, to 
recognise, grasp, understand and process their meaning in order to make the right decisions from this 
and to put them into practice. However, none of this is peculiar to the majority of misgoverning rulers, 
for their intelligence is not sufficient for this purpose, nor is their school and university education, 
which is based only on inadequate theories, but not on reality, its reality and truth, but only on bare 
assumptions, suppositions and imaginations. But then, imagination is also education. 
But I have digressed a little, for it must be said that all those people, from the smallest to the largest 
financial aid seekers, who irresponsibly ask the state and the stupid people in government for financial 
aid, belong to those human beings who, for their own personal enrichment, keep a huge amount of 
money in their own pockets, but on the other hand fob off those who work for them and slave away 
with low wages. Moreover, and this is a point of complete irresponsibility, which is commonplace 
among beggars, the majority of workers, families, singles, and many organizations, companies, 
corporations, associations, etc., but also among all governments, is that they have not created any 
financial reserves for themselves, but have always squandered their coal and continue to do so. The 
consequence of this is, as is clearly evident in today's Corona era, that all of them have experienced a 
time of need, because on the one hand they have all been mismanaged throughout the ages and on the 
other hand the colonels have only cheated into their own pockets. Thus, by and large, there is no moral
or financial security, let alone a nest egg for all cases. 
What is the case with many beggars as well as many organisations, companies, corporations and 
associations, and with practically all governments, which should in principle act as good role models, 
but do exactly the opposite, is usually equally true for the people. The people, the majority of all 
employees, families and singles, however, are just as nonsensical and irresponsible in their perception 
of responsibility as the majority of all bosses, bosses and owners who determine the economy, who are
only concerned with their own well-being and millions or billions of dollars in assets. The majority of 
the people, as I have just mentioned, live on, squander and squander all their money, their often 
meagre rewards for travel, luxury and pleasure, nonsense and nonsense. But fanatics are also throwing 
their hard-earned money away completely madly for expensive entrance fees, contributions and 



donations for moronic public sports events etc., instead of doing sports themselves and thus doing 
something good for their own health. And no fanatical sports spectator will worry about how moronic 
such entrance fees, contributions and donations are. For example, sports greats of all kinds get a 
golden nose in the millions with the contributions, entrance fees and donations, all at the expense of 
the stupid spectator fanatics, at whose expense the sportsmen and women can indulge in their pleasure 
and enrich themselves. This, instead of the sportsmen and sportswomen doing a clean, fair and 
valuable job, from which they shy away from work, but which they enrich themselves with the money 
of the simple-minded fanatical spectators, whose intelligence is obviously not yet normal. Therefore it 
is also no wonder that countless brazen and brainless people take to the streets as demonstrators, 
shouting insanely for some dubious cause, without understanding anything about the whole thing, for 
which they idiotically demonstrate and terrorise, because they are chasing after someone who is 
ignorant and stupid and cry along pointlessly with their stupid slogans, just as they also have no idea 
what is going on in the correspondingly controlled demonstrations in a profoundly anarchistic way. 
This also applies to the small, ignorant 'Grete Thurbo' with her 'Fridays for Future' mania, which she 
used to trivialise truancy. And I say 'Thurbo' because the little brat, who is completely unaware of the 
facts, has managed to bind countless stupid people to her stupidity and ignorance and to 
demonstratively 'charge' them all with howling hornyness, who scribble about senselessly, not 
understanding anything and stupidly stupid for something they have no idea about, just like little Greta
Thunberg does not, and also not about the fact that there is an anarchistic control behind their demos. 
Their nonsensically crafted demonstration nonsense has, on top of everything else, also caused the 
majority of the stupid people in the governments to respond to it and now knock around with big 
words and useless 'good' feigned deeds for climate protection. This is done by writing and producing 
nonsensical new regulations and laws, as well as by spending millions of dollars on new and 
absolutely useless environmental protection measures, which do not solve the problem at all, because 
it is basically only based on overpopulation and the lack of resources. in their needs, wishes and 
desires, which can only be brought about and procured by completely destructive, annihilating and 
exterminating machinations on the planet, nature, its fauna and flora as well as the ecosystems and the 
impairment of the atmosphere and the climate. 
If we look at all the actions of those in power, the first thing we can see is that they are only doing it to 
protect themselves and not to be catapulted out of office. And secondly, it is all about reassuring the 
vast majority of the stupid people, pleasing them and making them believe that something is actually 
being done about climate change, which in reality is not the case. This is not because in reality nothing
is being done about the overpopulation, and there is not even a mention of it, whose needs and the 
fulfilment of those needs have led to the destruction of all ecosystems. 
If, however, demonstrations are held, which are usually anarchistically purpose-driven by certain 
elements and which serve only terror, but not the real purpose of stupid shouting around, then such 
demonstrations should be legally prohibited and prevented, also demonstrations like 'Fridays for 
Future', which are underground driven. For my part, I have nothing against demonstrations, if 
everything is going right with them and thus effectively represent and demand real facts in a justified 
way, and if decency and order are maintained and there is no underlying anarchism behind them, but if 
ignorance and bullshit and anarchism play along, then my agreement ends absolutely and in any case. 
But as far as the all-destroying machinations of the overpopulation are concerned, as I have repeatedly 
predicted the catastrophic situation in this respect since the 1940s and have tried to make known 
everything about thousands of public organs etc. worldwide as a whole, this has achieved nothing, 
because whatever I have done and whatever I have tried to do has not been of any use, just as nothing 
has ever been accepted by any media and nothing has ever been published, but generally everything 
has only been thrown to the wind – until today. 
All of the overpopulation machinations resulted in the poisoning of the atmosphere and all of nature 



and its fauna and flora, just as the planet itself was also irrevocably destroyed to a large extent both 
internally and on the surface. This, whereby in nature and its fauna and flora many things have not 
only been destroyed, but have also been completely eradicated, and the climate has also been badly 
affected, and will now in the distant future bring about enormous changes, destruction, devastation, 
death and destruction of nature. 
All necessary orders are being challenged, terror is being waged through demonstrations and 
destruction is being wrought. Rioting and violence will cause damage, as in the case of the Corona 
epidemic, where thousands will be infected with the virus during demonstrations. But, as the saying 
goes, stupidity and stupidness have no limits, and all those who are fogged up by them are not 
accessible to normal, healthy thoughts that are logical and logical to the mind and reason. 
And since this is the case, when I come back to what I started but have not yet finished, there is also 
something to be said for the fact that the population in general is also recklessly failing to take 
precautions for crisis situations, because as a rule not even a two or three month supply of food is built 
up to ensure that people do not have to leave their homes in an emergency. On the other hand, people 
get their munchies every day, go shopping and expose themselves to danger; otherwise they would 
starve to death if they could not buy anything. Such behaviour is absolutely irresponsible. 

Ptaah: 
This is all correct, and I think that it is very important to explain the whole thing according to our latest
and very accurate research, and therefore this latest and more advanced research and its results should 
also be published on the FIGU website as soon as you have retrieved and written down our whole 
conversation. As usual, I want to present all my explanations in a generally simple language, without 
technical terms, in order to make the whole thing – as I have learned from you – also understandable 
for the majority of the non-academically educated population. But now I would like to mention what 
we first spoke about: 

1. Infection of the Corona disease by inhalation 
A Corona disease is mainly caused by inhalation of the corona virus in the form of speech droplets and
respiratory aerosols and by contact with saliva, but also by various other forms of infection, such as the
following: 

B Corona virus disease caused by touching, contact or direct contact of/with sick persons 
a By touching corona sufferers directly. 

b Direct contact with clothing, door handles, goods and objects etc. contaminated as a result of 
secreted speech droplets, saliva, blood and respiratory aerosols from the human beings infected with 
the corona virus. 

c Touching or coming into contact with any surface of objects, goods, merchandise, clothing or food 
etc. contaminated with the corona virus to which the virus adheres may result in infection if the eyes, 
nose, mouth, an open wound, open pores or abrasions are then touched, which inevitably allows the 
virus to penetrate the body. 

d Corona viruses adhering to objects, goods, merchandise and clothing, etc., can remain contaminating
as deposits for varying lengths of time and remain active, ranging from hours to days, weeks or 
months, depending on the time, but this is extremely rare and is determined by various prevailing 



climatic and environmental factors. In the same way, the long-term survival of the virus is dependent 
on the conditions of the material of the objects, their surfaces, temperature and humidity, etc. 
The probability, however, that the human beings infected with the corona epidemic will contaminate or
contaminate objects, food or any goods etc. with the corona virus in such a way that infection can 
occur over a long period of time is, as I explained, relatively low and rare, but counted for a short time 
in a few hours, absolutely acute, so that disinfection with a suitable high-percentage disinfectant of 
objects, communication devices and door handles etc. is necessary and important. 

e Special note; With regard to the fact that health authorities, virologists, epidemiologists and 
immunologists etc. do not give a risk assessment with regard to an infection via objects, goods, 
clothing, food, merchandise, animals and animals contaminated with the virus as sources of infection 
and are unlikely to do so, this corresponds to irresponsible false assertion and misleading. Although 
infection by the corona virus in the above-mentioned manner via goods, commodities and animals, 
including pets, etc., is low and rare, the fact of possible infection is nevertheless in line with reality. 
Therefore I will repeat the following to the whole: 
How long the corona virus survives on the surface of objects, fruits, vegetables, food and goods of all 
kinds is, according to our research results and findings, absolutely different depending on the type of 
mutation of the virus as well as the goods and the environmental conditions. Consequently, the 
adhesion and the infecting effect of the virus can last from a few hours or days to weeks or months, but
under ideal conditions the virus can also survive for years and endlessly long periods of time. This is 
basically dependent on the overall atmospheric and climatic conditions, especially also the surfaces, 
temperature, humidity and other influences. The probability, however, that the human beings infected 
by the corona virus will contaminate any goods with the virus is very low and extremely rare. As a 
result, as our latest clear research results show, the risk of infection of goods of all kinds is very low 
and rare, even if a transport of delivered or imported food, clothing, goods and other goods of all kinds
is exposed to any kind of various special conditions and temperatures. 

2. The corona virus cannot die 
The virus cannot die or be killed because it is not a life-form, but an infectious organic structure that 
spreads as a virion outside cells by transmission, but can only reproduce and cause harm within a 
suitable host cell. The virus itself is also not made up of one or more cells, but is, as I explained, a 
lifeless infectious organic structure. 

3. Infection risks through the digestive system 
Our sciences have facts which show that, with regard to the risk of infection, persons, animals and 
creatures infected by the corona virus are also exposed to the corona pathogen in their excrement and 
spread it contaminatingly, so that the virus can spread and be transmitted to human beings and cause 
infections through various circumstances, as well as through vomiting. 

4. Inheritance of the corona virus 
Another of our scientific findings is that, at the molecular level, basic phenomena of certain 
characteristics of the corona virus can also be inherited by the offspring, which means that women 
infected with corona disease transmit the virus to their fruit and later give birth to offspring infected 
with corona in the womb. This, like the corona virus, means that men ejaculate the virus into the 
vaginal canal during orgasm through their sperm in their sexual partner, after which it is transported 
into the vaginal vault of the woman to pass through the uterus into the fallopian tubes and fertilise an 
egg released from the ovary, which is infected with the corona virus through the sperm. Corona 



children. 

5. Corona virus disease without symptoms, but with antibodies 
Our scientific and very precise findings show that 7-11% of the world's population is affected by the 
corona virus, depending on the country and the immune system, etc., without those affected noticing it 
themselves, because no actual symptoms of the disease occur, and the disease cannot be medically 
diagnosed, but only becomes detectable when antibodies are formed and these can be detected. 

6. Symptoms of the Corona Disease 
Corona disease is much more diverse in the nature of its symptoms than is assumed by terrestrial 
virologists and all other professionals, with the result that any ailments and diseases that occur are 
wrongly defined as known in-sanitas and therefore incorrectly treated, leading to many deaths. 
The occurring symptoms of corona disease are different depending on the immune status as well as the
health condition, organic stability, blood group, morality and mental state etc. of the human beings, 
therefore different pre-forms can indicate infection, such as: 

Headache 
Cough 
Swindle 
Nausea 
Chest Pain 
Heart problems Swallowing problems Loss of taste 
Change of taste 
Visual disorders 
Digestive disorders 
Hearing disorders 
Thought-feeling-psychological changes 
Concentration difficulties 
Fever 
Respiratory difficulties 
Coordination disorders Language difficulties Movement disorders 
Balance disorders 
Diarrhoea 

7. Disease numbers 

The particularly rapid and strong increase in the number of cases of the 2nd wave of corona disease is 
due to the fact that the pathogen could not circulate for weeks due to the lockdown practice, but could 
be kept more or less under control. However, because the curfews were intelligently neglected and also
lifted again, the corona virus could, can and will again spread very quickly and devastatingly 
throughout the world and now cause a much greater disaster and claim a very high number of lives by 
the end of November, which will rise to 1.6 million by the end of this month of November – but only 
officially, because the number of unreported cases will be much higher, as has also been the case so 
far. This is in contrast to the 65 million official corona cases reported on Earth by the end of 



November. 

8. Civil basic rights laws are wrong in crisis situations 
Even before the first inadequate and very lax measures to contain the epidemic were taken by the 
leaders and the authorities, it would have been necessary, contrary to those fundamental civil rights 
laws etc., to rigorously enforce a curfew and thus all the necessary security measures to guarantee free 
civil freedom of action. The health security of a population, as well as of the human beings themselves,
is a priority in any case and should never be prevented by legislation, just as it should never be 
prevented by an ill-considered false constitutional law. 
In order not only to contain the Corona epidemic, but to stop it and let it run its course, there is a need 
to revise a false fundamental right to abolish a civil freedom of action, through which unreasonable 
actions are taken and thus endanger health and life. This should have been done a month earlier, before
the first measures were taken, which would have controlled the whole situation and prevented the 
further spread of the disease, and consequently would also not have escalated. 

9. Different corona symptoms of the Corona virus 
The corona virus does not cause the same symptoms in all human beings, and therefore different 
effects occur in different people, although most of the human beings infected develop mild to moderate
symptoms, which disappear after some time and do not cause severe symptoms or require 
hospitalisation. After a certain period of time, the whole feeling of illness subsides again and recovery 
takes place. However, despite the development of antibodies, this does not guarantee immunity and 
therefore no so-called herd immunity is achieved, but a new infection can also be just as likely as a 
new outbreak of the disease through virus impulses stored in the organs, which are still absolutely 
unknown to all earthly specialists in virology, immunology, epidemiology and medicine and are 
neither recognisable nor detectable. 

10. The Corona virus mutates from time to time 
The corona virus, which mutates or changes from time to time, is insidious and does not guarantee that
recovery is also effective. This is because, according to exact research results, viral impulses are 
deposited in the human beings' organism, especially in the organs affected by the disease, which means
that after recovery, every person who has recovered is susceptible to the virus again in every case and 
without exception, and that a new infection or a new outbreak of the disease is therefore probable 
sooner or later. 
The researched fact that an impulse deposit of the disease can occur, which can lead to a new infection 
even after recovery, and thus the disease can break out again, is something of which the earthly 
virologists and epidemiologists etc., as well as the entire medical profession of all kinds have no idea, 
let alone any knowledge or even effective knowledge. 

11. Long-term consequences of the Corona Epidemic 
A disease caused by the corona virus always leads to long-term consequences of one kind or another, 
whereby these usually take the form of an impulse deposit in the organs affected by the disease, which 
is as yet unknown to all terrestrial medicine and will also remain so for a long time. Long-term 
consequences of a corona epidemic disease are, however, known to the entire field of terrestrial 
medicine, whereby the consequences of the corona epidemic can be of various kinds, such as: 

Impairment of consciousness 



Cancer susceptibility 
Arterial hypertension (high blood pressure) 
Coronary heart disease 
Dementia: chronic brain disease; loss of cognitive abilities; memory loss 
Neurodegenerative vascular diseases of the brain Brain infections/brain diseases 
Chronic intestinal diseases 
organ damage lung diseases hormonal disorders disorders disorders of the intestines, viscera 
Joint diseases Hair loss Hereditary impairments Thyroid gland diseases Iron deficiency 
Susceptibility to infection 
Diabetes mellitus 
Drug Intolerance Sensitivity to Sunlight 
Nutritional Intolerance Protein Intolerance Conjunctivitis 
Depression 
Headaches/Migraine 
Vision or Eye Problems 
etc. 

12. Spread of the Corona disease 
As we have noted, no official information was given to the population by the leaders and authorities of
all countries worldwide at the time of the official outbreak of Corona, and this is also not the case 
today. Even when at the beginning of this year first information was becoming public worldwide 
through the public media, the leaders of state irresponsibly released no official and enlightening 
information about the diverse forms concerning danger of contagion or infection by the corona 
epidemic plague. There has also been no necessary and important clarification of the multiple 
symptoms and the effects of the disease on the immune system and the whole organ system, as well as 
on the psyche and the various emerging behaviours of the human beings in terms of the pros and cons 
of views and opinions. No necessary information has been disseminated on the foreseeable positive 
and negative reactions, views, perceptions and attitudes of the public, and therefore also no correct 
behaviour with regard to appropriate safety behaviour. The totally irresponsible omission of this 
necessary information has so far caused a great deal of suffering, grief and damage around the world, 
and this will also continue in the future, because against all reason and all reason, the old ways of 
doing things continue. 
Degenerating demonstrations and actions of unscrupulous and irresponsible demonstrators, 
phrasemongers, know-it-alls and conspiracy theorists who negate the truth have already led – and will 
also continue to lead – to hundreds of thousands of human beings worldwide succumbing to the 
Corona epidemic. This, as well as hundreds of thousands of new infections in the month of November, 
which will continue to cause tens of thousands of deaths of all ages through the fault of the 
unrepentant demonstrating loudmouths, renownists, braggarts, right-wingers and gossips. 
All around the world, no action has been taken by the leaders and authorities to prevent the disaster, 
either publicly or directly to the people in their homes, and no intentional information has been 
effectively provided on all possible necessities, as should have been the duty of each government and 
authority, but has not been carried out by a single government or authority. What has emerged overall –
according to our very precise observations and clarifications over months throughout the world – with 
regard to the most urgently needed clarification and all information concerning the Corona disease for 
the populations of all countries by the irresponsible governments and authorities was and is alarming. 



This is because virtually nothing has been done by those responsible for everything in the way it 
should have been done in terms of education and information. Only on certain Internet websites have 
the responsible authorities published and continue to publish a few and also trivial technical 
explanations in a language that is incomprehensible to many or even the majority of the population. 
And, as you have always said, what I liked about this was that when I now transpose the whole of what
has been said, in order to make it understandable, the whole content of the state's information-weak 
publications is interwoven with a lot of trivial and confusing ballast and rubbish, which cannot be 
coordinated and therefore also not understood by the potential readership. 
All extremely important information and clarification of the way in which the infection and spread of 
the disease, i.e. how everything basically takes place, works and degenerates, as well as the fact that 
the Corona disease is neither a conspiracy nor a conspiracy theory, has not been made public since the 
official announcement of the disease, neither in December 2019 nor in January and February 2020, by 
any state information organs important for the population, and has therefore not been published. Also 
no such important and necessary information has been provided to the population, therefore no 
effective informative leaflets have been published and nothing important has been made known, nor 
has the fact that the corona virus spreads and infects in various ways, such as through 

A inhalation, droplet, aerosol, saliva and touch contact infection: 
a Coughing 
b Blisters 
c Sneezing 
d Speaking 
e Screaming 
f Exhaling 
g Touching the body 
h Excrements 
i Touching objects, goods or merchandise (seldom) 
k Wind dependent air transmission over a distance of several metres (atmospheric aerosols) 
l Food (seldom) 
m Contact with infected animals (seldom) 
n Body perspiration (perspiration) 

B Atmospheric Aerosols 
a Normal atmospheric aerosols which float freely in the atmosphere, but which are transmitted to other
human beings within a radius of a few square metres by direct droplet or respiratory aerosol ejection 
from people suffering from corona disease through the atmosphere/air and, depending on the 
movement of the wind, in an infectious manner. 
b The corona virus is decidedly much more infectious than is generally assumed by the entire league of
medical virology, epidemiology and infectionology etc., because the diverse possibilities for infection 
are much wider than is generally assumed. 

13. Spread of Corona Disease 
The corona virus does not only spread through the above-mentioned direct and indirect infections, 
because other infectious pathways are also relevant, such as contamination through the digestive 



system under certain circumstances, as well as through contact with certain animal species that may be
carriers of the corona virus. And this fact is effectively given against all negations and every 
pathological know-it-all of inadequate specialists, even if this factuality is also contradicted by 
virologists, epidemiologists, medical doctors and infectious disease specialists etc. who are poorly 
informed and lacking in common sense, and even if the opposite is vehemently claimed contrary to the
truth. 
If we look at reality, we can see that certain animal species and also some animals are susceptible to 
the corona virus and can therefore become infected and also spread the virus to human beings. And if 
they come into close proximity to a person, come into contact with them directly or indirectly via 
sound droplets, breath aerosols, saliva or bite wounds, then inevitably the human beings are also 
infected in this way. This, as well as by breathing in air polluted with viruses in closed rooms, the virus
is transmitted. It should also be noted that contaminated food as well as coming into contact with 
contaminated objects etc. can lead to infection, although these two possibilities are considered to be 
rather rare. 

14. Beginning of the Corona Period 
The most difficult time of the Corona pandemic is only just beginning and will claim many lives 
around the globe, because the majority of all leaders will not act in a correct way due to stupidity and 
lack of understanding of the disease and will also remain irresponsible in this respect, as well as those 
who have fallen victim to Neurasthenia querulatoria or the Queruliererei. This includes all those who 
indulge in stupidity, who, on the one hand, are irresponsible leaders of the state, but also all those of 
the populations who rebel against decreed halfway useful security regulations. This includes all the 
stupid and brazen know-it-alls, yahoos, troublemakers, right-wingers, as well as all imaginative 
conspirators, trial hawkers or teases, shysters and litigants, who senselessly incriminate interrogators 
and courts. The human beings lack intelligence to a high degree and therefore lack understanding and 
reason, which means that they harm themselves and put themselves in their own graves, because it is 
usually they themselves who, as a result of their lack of intelligence, carelessly infect themselves with 
the virus and possibly die from the epidemic. Such persons are not normal troublemakers, but they 
often suffer from a personality disorder, which often conceals a disease that is psychopathic, collective 
trouble, character neurosis, hysteria, obsessive-compulsive disorder or, fundamentally, a profound 
religious delusion. There are different types of individual as well as collective querulants of both sexes,
such as psychological, sociological and psychiatric quibblers, as well as political right- and left-wing 
quibblers, character quibblers, religious quibblers and demonstration quibblers, etc., all of whom live 
in a timeless mode of defence. 

15. Antibody Studies 
As for antibody studies carried out worldwide by virologists, epidemiologists and medical doctors, 
etc., they all underestimate the number of people infected, which is much higher than is generally 
believed. The number of people who have died of the corona epidemic is also much higher than 
expected, because the first corona victims were registered by us as early as 1981. In the last 40 years, 
the number of corona victims has increased steadily due to the constant changes and mutations of the 
virus, and according to our findings, it has risen to more than 17.3 million. 

16. Rumour spreading, hysteria, conspiracy theories 
As has been the case since ancient times, rumours are spreading very quickly, especially about a 
disease and thus also about an epidemic or pandemic, and immediately conspiracy theories, know-it-
alls, nonsensical claims and lies, as well as deliberate purpose-driven and panic-inducing lies, are 



raised and trigger collective states of fear and hysteria which, once they have been evoked, can hardly 
or no longer be resolved and may cause a lot of harm. This is also clearly the case with the corona 
epidemic, as evidenced by the foolhardy, foolish and totally irresponsible, reckless and epidemic-
promoting corona demonstrations, which are directed against prescribed safety measures and 
dangerously promote mass corona infections. 

This is the main thing I have to say today about corona disease, although there is much more to 
explain, but it would go far too far, and the time available to me is not enough because I still have a 
duty to do. 

Billy: 
Well, I also do not want to keep you in suspense, but if I may put forward something or 2, 3 questions?

Ptaah: 
Of course, because I am not in such a hurry either, because what I said in this regard only concerned 
further explanations regarding the Corona disease. 

Billy: 
Oh, well then, and right away: You also always talk, like me, only about Corona Disease, but not about
Corona Pandemic. Why? I use the term 'pandemic' for myself, because the term 'pandemic' does not 
give the human beings the necessary understanding of the spreading danger of the whole of a disease. 
This is despite the fact that the term 'pandemic' is an umbrella term for a disease that covers many 
countries and is therefore usually global in scope, which in turn is nothing more than a degenerated 
epidemic of great proportions. 

Ptaah: 
Which is of course correct, and that includes your understanding of the whole, which is also the same 
as mine, which is why I speak of epidemic and not pandemic, just as you do. 

Billy: 
Good, then that is clear. Then the following: We have published all the relevant information you have 
given us on our website, and there has also been a good response from various countries in the form of 
thank-you calls, as well as a declaration that the callers would strictly adhere to the safety advice 
given. Furthermore, there have been many complaints that such important information as we at FIGU 
publish is not made public in their own country, nor can they find it on the internet. Again and again, it 
was said that I should give you and you Plejaren as a whole a big thanks, as well as to all our FIGU 
members worldwide, even if, for example, the passive members are not directly involved in our FIGU 
work and not in the information put on the net, but they are still indirectly involved, because those who
call the centre have been made aware of our FIGU website by FIGU passive members, etc. 

Ptaah: 
This is very gratifying. And for the words of thanks addressed to us, I return our thanks to all persons, 
and especially also my personal thanks to all those who address their words of thanks about you to me 
and to all of us. And what you have mentioned elsewhere, it is indeed as you said. 

Billy: 



Well, all the people around the world who called me and thanked you and all of you can now read your
thanks on our website. Then the question, what do you think about the particularly fast and strong 
increase of corona disease in Europe? 

Ptaah: 
You answered your question yourself at the beginning of our conversation by saying that the corona 
pathogen could only circulate at a reduced rate due to the lockdown. But the fact that the corona 
epidemic has now spread quickly and is now rampant, and that it will continue to rampant in this new 
month even faster than before, causing many thousands of deaths, is due on the one hand to the sheer 
stupidity and illogical thoughtlessness and lack of thinking of the government leaders. On the other 
hand, the whole illogically caused disaster also results from the stupidity and lack of intelligence of all 
those whom you call brainless, who, as liars of truth, demonstrate their stupidity and irrationality, as 
well as their inability to bring about even one clear thought. As a result, they are blind in their 
perception and do not recognize and grasp that they themselves are the greatest sufferers of the Corona
Plague, as you have also predicted. Basically, it is they who, through their twice stupid demonstrative 
roundups, their forming of groups and their disregard for all caution towards the Corona disease, are 
infected by it and will either die from it or suffer from its late effects for the rest of their lives, as you 
have also said.

( information unrelated to Coronavirus disease )

( information unrelated to Coronavirus disease )



( information unrelated to Coronavirus disease )

Ptaah: 
Your question had to come, because it corresponds to your sense of responsibility and logic. But my 
opinion is that all the vaccines that are currently being researched in various ways and that need to be 
applied quickly are totally under-researched and will be applied prematurely in a very short time. 

Billy: 
You are saying that this is all just an ill-considered fastbleach, right? I think it could be more harm than
good, because it is under-researched, because normally it takes our researchers 10-15 years or so to 
create a real and good vaccine, to create a perfect vaccine product. 

Ptaah: 
That is right. But what is being done now corresponds to what you have just called 'fastbleach', namely
vaccine products that in a rapid manner... 

Billy: 
… get brewed up together - excuse me. 

Ptaah: 
… are insufficiently and only negligently researched, therefore no pertinent and verifiably of value, as 
well as the efficacy and non-dangerousness proving test results at all are available. Consequently, the 
whole thing, as you have just said, can be called hastily 'brewed up'. Such an unresearched vaccine is 
not just to be considered as doubtful, but rather as dangerous, because due to the 'fastbleach' you have 
mentioned, there is a complete lack of any many years' trial and test experiences, which can guarantee 
the certainty of the product's non-dangerousness and effective efficacy. However, as regards the 
looming emergence of a vaccine against the corona virus, which is supposed to prove to be suitable, 
non-dangerous and effective, in this context the question arises as to its efficacy, namely whether that 
efficacy will have to be rated in a positive or negative form, once vaccinations are carried out 
therewith. But whether or not by the time vaccination is administered with such an insufficiently 
researched and untested medium, it will be a preparation of effective positive efficacy is to be doubted,
same as whether there will be no counterproductive reactions or effects at all. 



Billy: 
So you think that such fastbleach vaccines could possibly cause ill effects, such as suffering and 
disease? 

Ptaah: 
Yes, not only direct effects, but especially late effects that can have very long-term effects. 

Billy: 
So, the whole thing does not look rosy, so any earthling, he or she, who gets vaccinated, gets involved 
in a game of roulette, so to speak. 

Ptaah: 
You can say that, yes. But now, Eduard, dear friend, it is time for me, because I must do my duty. 
Farewell, Salome, and goodbye. 

Billy: 
Have a good time also, Ptaah, goodbye, dear friend. 


